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PREFACE

Who is a vocational education curriculum specialist? The answer
to this question is not as simple as it might appear. A vocational
educPtion curriculum specialist is likely to work in many different
,:apacities, including, but not limited to: instructor, department
chairperson, dean of vocational-technical education, vocational super-
visor, prncipal, state or local director of vocatfonal education, and
curriculum coordinator.

The specialist is, perhaps, more identifiable by his/her respon-
sibilities, which include, but are not limited to:

plann'ftig, organizing, actualizing, and controlling the work
of an educational team performed to determine and achieve
objectives,

planning, organizing, and evaluating content and learning
processes into sequential activities that facilitate the
achievement of objectives.

diagnosing present and projected training needs of business,
industry, educational institutions, and the learner.

knowing, comparing, and analyzing different theories of curric-
ulum development, management, and evaluation and adapting them
for use in vocational-technical education.

This teaching/learning module is part of a set of materials repre-
senting a comprehensive curriculum development project dealing with the
training of vocational education curriculum specialists. The purpose

of this two-year project was 1) to design, develop, and evaluate an
advanced-level training program, with necessary instructional materials
based on identified vocational education curriculum specialist compe-
tencies, and 2) to create an installation guide to assist instructors
and administrators in the implementation process.

The curriculum presented here is, above all else, designed for
flexible installation. These materials are not meant to be used only
in the manner of an ordinary textbook. The materials can be used
effectively by both instructor and student in a variety of educa-
t'nnal environments, including independent study, team teaching,
seminars, and work-..hops, as well as in more conventional classroom
settings.

Dr. James A. Dunn
Principal Investigator and
presently Director,
Developmental Systems Group
American Institutes for Research
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PART I

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Guidelines
This study guide has five major sections. Each section contains useful

information, suggestions, and/or activities that assist in the achievement

of the competencies of a Vocational Education Curriculum Specialist. Each

major section is briefly described below.

PART I: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PART I contains an Overview and Rationale, Educational Goals and Performance

Objectives, Recommended Learning Materials, and Suggested Reference

Materials. This section will help the user answer the following questions:

How is the mcdule organized?

What is the educational purpose of the module?

What specifically should the user learn from this module?

What are the specific competencies emphasized in thic module?

What learning materials are necessary?

What related reference materials would be helpful?

PART II: CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Part II contains the content outline arranged by goals. The outline is a

synthesis of information from many sources related to the major topics

(goals and objectives) of tLu molule. Study activities for each goal and

its corresponding objectives fol7cw each section of the content outline,

allowing students to complete the exercises related to Goal 1 before going

on to Goal 2.

PART III: GROUP AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

The "/\ctivities-Resources" column in the content outline contains refer-

ences to classroom or group activities and discussion questions related to

specific content in the outline. These activities and discussion questions



are located in PART III anc for optional Nse of either the instructor

or the student. Both the classroom activitic. and discussion questions are

accompanied by suggest, responses for use as helpful examples only--they

do not represent conclw,ivo answers to the proplems and issues addrssed.

Also contained in the "Activ;ties-Resources"'column are the reference

numbers of the resources used to develop the content outline. These

reference numbers correspond to the numbers of the Suggested Reference

Materials in PART I.

PART IV: STUDENT SELF-CHECK

PART IV contains questions directly related to the goals and objectives of

the module. The self-check may be used as a pre-test or is a post-test,

or as a periodic self-check for students in determining their own progress

throughout the module.

PART V: APPENDICES

Appendix A contains responses to the Study Activities from PART II, and

Appendix B contains responses to the Student Self-Check. The responses

provide immediate feedback to the user and allow the module to be used

more effectively for individualized study. They have been included in the

last part of the module as appendices to facilitate their removal should

the user,wish to use them at a later time rather than coricurrently with

the rest of the module.

Approximately 30 hours of out-of-class study will be necessary to complete

this module.

Overview and Rationale-11
The purpose of this module is to provide the future curriculum specialist

with the knowledge and skills to develop test instruments that measure student

achievement. Many texts enumerate the purposes of a testing program. Among

these are the improvement of training or instruction, the motivation of

students, determination of grades, and use as a basis for selection and

-2-



guidance. For purposes of this module, ho(ier, "testing" refers

specifically to the assessment of student accomplishment of the

instructional objectives of 1 course (or instructional unit) as

specified in the criteria the term "criterion-referenced

testing."

The traditional and primary form of testing in vocational education

has been "norm-referenced testing." And although norm-referenced

testing continues to be a viable form of testing when used for appro-

priate purposes, it is th( .citerion-referenced test that is actually

the most appropriate measure of whether or not an instructional objec-

tive has been achieved. It is with this latter form of testing that

this ,le is concerned.

The module begins by examining the concept of criterion-referenced

testing within the framework of educational evaluation. Although

criterion-referenced testing in the strictest snse is "measurement"

and not "evaluation," in d broader sense it cannot be isolated from

educational evaluation, which relies on numerous measurements to deter-

mine the merit of various educationd phnomena.

NO1 the module l'xdmine techniques and approaches appropriate for

,y,essing students' achievement of instructional objectives in the

thieL: domains of learning: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor.

Instructional objectives are amenable to d wide variety of assessment

techniques, not just the all-too-often used paper-dnd-pencll test. the

important point is that the technique selected match the requiroments of

the objective. Paper-and-pencil tests, for example, aro not alpropridte

for determining whethr or not d student is able to operate d wood

hithe properly.

Ihe module then presents th curriculum ..pocidli%t with a techniqui.

tor dowdoping d plan Iron which to con%truct critorion-rvirrontpd tio,t

in'Arument.,, irid linallY proyidw, ,,pvcidikt with n ,ipportunit,

adudlly (farJrip,t



This module completes the series of three modules on the development of

instruction for vocational education. Module 7, Derivation and Speci-

fication of Instructional Objectives, discussed procedures both for
_ _

identifying possible objectives for instruction and for writing such

objectives. Module 8, Development of Instructional Materials, de-

scribed the process of developing instruction to accomplish specific

objectives. Now this module, Module 9, completes the picture by pre-

senting means of assessing student achievement of the objectives of

instruction.

A variety of approaches to in,,tructional development are in practice

in vocational education today. These approaches include: the inte-

grated approach; the occupational or job analysis approach; the

clucters, families, or common elements of occupations approach; the

fun(tions of industry approach; and the concept approach. (Each of

th(-J, approaches is briefly described in Introductory Module 2: Roles

of Vocational Educators in Curriculum Management.) This series of

modules on instructional development for vocational education follows

an occupational or job analysis approach because it is the most common

and is often used in combinatinn with other curriculum techniques.



Goals and Ob ectives
Upon completion of this module, the student will be able to achieve the

following goals and objectives:

GOAL 9.1: UNDERSTAND THE CONCEPT OF CRITERION-REFERENCED MEASUREMENT

WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION.

Objective 9.11 Define the following terms: educational

evaluation, educational measurement, criterion-

referenced testing, and norm-referenced

testing.

Objective 9.12 Identify the historical conditions that gave

impetus to the use of criterion-referenced

measurement.

Objective 9.13 Given a specific characteristic, determine

whether that characteristic describes a norm-

referenced test or a criterion-referenced

test.

Objective 9.14 Distinguish betveen norm-referenced measurement

and criterion-referenced measurement on the

basis of; variability, item construction,

reliability, validity, item analysis, and

reporting and interpretation.

GOAL 9.2: SELECT APPROACHES/TECHNIQUES FOR ASSESSING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

OF INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES IN THE THREE DOMAINS OF LEARNING.

Objective 9.21 Recognize appropriate techniques for assessing

student achievement of instructional objectives

in the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor

domains.



Objective 9.22 Identify the two basic types of written

test questions and describe the advantages

and limitations of each.

Objective 9.23 Define the term "performance test."

Objective 9.24 Select approaches/techniques for assessing

student achievement of instructional objec-

tives of a (jyen unit of instruction.

GOAL 9.3: DEVELOP AN EVALUATION PLAN AND CONSTRUCT TEST INSTRUMENTS

FOR MEASURING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT 6F INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES.

Objective 9.31 Given an instructional objective stated in

behavioral terms and a list of possible test

items, identify those test items that would

be appYopriate for assessing the objective.

Objective 9.32 Develop ao evaluation plan for assessing

student achievement oi the instructional

objectl-es for a given unit of instruction.

c'ijective 9.33 Construct test instruments for assessing

student achievement of the instructional

objectives for agiven unit of instruction.

-6-
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PART II

CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Goal 9.1

Content Outline Activities-Resources

/ Goal 9.1: Understand the Concept of
Criterion-Referenced Measurement Within
the Framework of Educational Evaluation./

A. Criterion-Referenced Testing.: Basic Definitions

1. Various authors have defined the term

"criterion-referenced testing." Let's examine

some of those definitions now.

2. According to Robert Glaser, "A criterion-

referenced test is one that is deliberately

constructed to yield measurements that are

directly interpretable in terms of specified

performance standards" (11).

3. According to Mager and Beach, a criterion test

"determines how well the student's performance

at the end of instruction coincides with.the

performance called for in the objectives" (15).

4. According to Kibler, Cegala, Barker, and Miles,

a criterion-referenced test is "designed to

determine whether a student has achieved

mastery of a behavior as specified in an

instructional objective" (14).

2 i

(11) "A Criterion-
Referenced Test,"
p. 41.

(15) Developing
Vocational
Instruction,
p. 40.

(14) Objectives for
Instruction
and Evaluation,
p. 116.



Content Outline (continued)

5. Accordino to Butler, the criterion test

measures the individual's proficiency against

a predetermined set of absolute criteria. Its

main purpose is to determine as accurately as

possible when a student has reached the

acceptable level of performance (5).

6 According to Goldstein, "Criterion-referenced

measures provide a standard of achievement for

the individual as compared with specific be-

havioral objectives and therefore provide an

indicant of the degree of competence attained

by the trainee" (13).

B. Measurement vs. Evaluation: Basic Definitions*

1 It is necessary to distinguish between

measurement and evaluation in order to put

in perspective the concept of "cri*erion-

referenced testing."

2 A criterion-referenced test is a "measuring

instrument." "Measurement" refers to the

activity of gathering and quantifying infor-

mation through the use of a measuring instru-

ment. No inferences, interpretations, judg-

ments, or decisions are made about the infor-

mation. The measuring instrument can be any-

thing that collects raw data: teacher obser-

vation, a true-false test, a rating scale, an

attitude scale, a personality inventory, an

IQ test, or an anecdotal record kept by the

teacher (7).

22

(5) Instructional
Systems Develop-
ment for Voca-
tional and Tech-
nical Training,
p. 98.

(13) Training: Pro-
gram Development
and Evaluation,
p. 63.

See Discussion
Question A in
Part III.

(7) Using Instruc-
tional Objectives
in Teaching,
TT 68.



Content Outline (continued)

3 Measurement is one activity in the more

general process of evaluation. "Evaluation

not only includes measurement but also the

making of judgments and decisions based upon

the gathered information. It is in evaluation,

not measurement, that experience, judgment,

and intuition enter the picture" (7).

4. According to Clark, "The majority of problems

encountered by teachers as they evaluate can

be directly linked to the quality and extent

of their measurement. Inadequate evaluations

are usually based upon faulty measurement or,

in more extreme cases, upon little or no

measurement. Though measurement is only one

phase of the evaluation process, it is the

basis from which the other phases stem" (7).

5 A criterion-referenced test, then, is a

measuring instrument that measures learning

outcomes in connection with instructional

objectives.*

C. Criterion-Referenced Measurement: An Historical

Back_ground

1. The concept of criterion-referenced measure-

ment is not entirely new to educators. In

1918 Thorndike made reference to the distinc-

tion between the two types of measurement:

norm-referenced and criterion-referenced.

Thorndike, however, did not use these specific

terms (27).

-13-

(7) Using Instruc-
tional Objectives
in Teaching, p. 69.
See also: (8)

Home Economics
Evaluation, Chap.
1.

* See Classroom
Activity 1 in

Part III.

(27) "The Nature,
Purposes, and
General Methods
of Measurements
of Educational
Products."



Content Outline (continued)

2 In 1963 Robert Glaser provided the initial

conceptual clarity and indicated the practical

implications of the two measurement procedures;

his writing has stimulated numerous articles

and papers elaborating on the applications,

advantages, and liabilities of the two

approaches (12).*

Characteristics of Criterion-Referenced Tests and

Norm-Referenced Tests

1. Various statements have been made in the

literature comparing norm-referenced and

criterion-referenced measurement. What

follows is a summary of those statements

2. Characteristics of Criterion-Referenced

Measurement

a. According to Smythe, Kibler, and Hutchings,

"The main function of criterion-referenced

measurement is to assess whether the

student has mastered a specific criterion

or performance standard.

b. Complete instructional objectives are

specified in the construction of criterion-

referenced tests.

c The criterion for mastery must be stated

(i.e., instructional objectives) for use

in criterion-referenced measurement.

d. Test items for criterion-referenced tests

are constructed to measure a predetermined

level of proficiency.

e. Variability is irrelevant; it is not a

necessary condition for a satisfactory

criterion-referenced test.

-14-

(12) "Instructional
Technology and
the Measurement
of Learning Out-
comes: Some
Questions."

See Discussion
Question B in
Part III.



Content Outline (continued)

f. The test results from criterion-referenced

measurement suggest the use of a binary

syst-;fl (i.e., satisfactory/unsatisfactory;

pass/fail). However, criterion-referenced

test results can L., transposed into the

traditional grading system by following a

set of specif ally constructed rules"

(24).

3. Characteristics of Norm-ReFerenced Measurement* * See Classroom
Activity 2 in

a. According to Smythe, Kibler, and Hutchings, Part III.

"The main function of norm-referenced

measurement is to ascertain the student's

relative position within a normative group.

b. Either general conceptual outcomes,

(usually done) or precise objectives may

be specified when constructing norm-

referenced tests.

c. The criterion for mastery is not usually

specified when using norm-referenced tests.

d. Test items for norm-referenced measure-

ment are constructed to discriminate among

students.

e. Variability of scores is desirable as an

aid to meaningful interpretation.

f. The test results from norm-referenced

tests are amenable to transposition to the

traditional grading system (A; B, C, D,

F)" (24).

4. Desirable Characteristics of a Criterion-

Referenced Measuring Instrument

a. A good criterion-referenced test will be

valid, reliable, objectivp, comprehensive,
_

and economical. (Althowih 1structors

(24) "A Comparison of
Norm-Referenced
and Criterion-
Referenced Measure-
ment with Impli-
cations for Com-
munication Instruc-
tion."

(24) "A Comparison of
Norm-Referenced
and Criterion-
Referenced Measure-
ment with Impli-
cations for Com-
munication Instruc-
tion."



Content Outline (continued)

and curriculum specialists are most

familiar with these terms in regard to

norm-referenced tests, such characteristics

are desirable for criterion-referenced

tests as well. However, these terms take

on somewhat different and special meanings

when used in regard to criterion-

referenced tests.)

b. Validity. If a criterion-referenced

measuring instrument requires the same

behaviors that are identified in the

objectives, then the scores are said to

be valid. (Less precisely, the instrument

is said to be valid.) According to Clark,

"An objective asks the student to demon-

strate some behavior relative to some con-

tent; a measuring instrument also asks the

student to demonstrate some behavior

relative to some content. The degree to

which the two behaviors and the two topics

correspond will be the degree to which the

instrument is valid. This type of

validity is called 'content' validity (7).

Clark concludes that of all the desirable

characteristics of a measuring instrument,

content validity is the most important.

If a measuring instrument generally fails

to measure what it was designed to measure,

all other characteristics lose their

meaningfulness. To assure content

validity in ir measuring instruments,

course developers and instructors should

-16-
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Content Outline (continued)

make certain their objectives are clearly

defined, for the objectives provide the

standards for making judgments about the

validity of the measuring instruments.

Reliability. A criterion-referenced test

that is reliable will be consistent in its

measurement. It will measure in exactly

the same way every time it is used. For

example, if a test is giver tc 3 specific

group of students one day and then given

again to the same group on another day,

the test scores should be relatively the

same for the individuals on both days.

If the objectives call for behavior that

is observable and measurable and the test

items call f- t;,i same behavior, the

test w''' probably nve a high degree of

reliabilit

d Objectivity. A good criterion-referenced

test must be relatively objective, that is,

the judgment of the scorer should enter

the scoring process as little as possible.

The scores on a good test will be about

the same regardless of the individual

doing the scoring. All else being equal,

an objectively scored test (which does

not permit scorer bias to affect the score)

is more valid and reliable than a subjec-

tively scor. ne (5).

e. Comprehensi,L.tss. With a test item for

every objective, the criterion-referenced

test will necessarily give comprehensive

-17-
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(5) Instructional
Systems Develop-
ment for Voca-
tional and Tech-
nical Training,
p. 100.



Content Outline (continued)

coveran of all desired behaviors.

f. Economy. The criterion test must be

economical regarding time, manpower, and

facilities; but economy is strictly rela-

tive when applied to an instructional

system. The gain in reliability and

validity through the use of a truly com-

prehensive, criterion-referenced perfor-

mance test far outweighs the economy of

group paper-and-pencil tests (5).*

E. Standardized Tests

1 The majority of schools in the United States

today make use of standardized tests of one

kind or another. Most tests of intelligence,

aptitude, personality, and interests are

standardized tests, made by specialists for a

test publisher, and sold by the publisher

throughout the country. Few schools or school

systems, except in very large city organiza-

tions, attempt to develop such tests for their

own use.

2. The situation with respect to achievement

tests is somewhat different. There are, of

course, many standardized achievement tests on

the market, and literally millions of them are

used every year. These include tests in the

2parate subjects or branches in addition to

the achievement batteries. However, teachers

usually feel that these tests do not adequately

measure their own or the local objectives of

instruction. Thus, while standardized tests

are very useful in some ways, they are not

usually the principal method of measuring

-18-
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(5) Instructional
Systems Develop-
ment for Voca-
tional and Tech-
nical Training,
p. 100.

See Discussion
Question C in
Part III.



Content Outline (continued)

achievement. In general, it is the classroom

teacher or curriculum specialist who is

relied upon to formulate achievement tests.

It is important, therefore, that the teacher's

and specialist's professional training include

some instruction on effective ways of planning,

constructing, and evaluating various measuring

instruments.

3. Clearly, no standardized test of achievement

can serve the needs and purposes of every

local situation. The requirements for a

standardized test are such that the test must

be largely confined to instructional elements

common to a large number of schools. Such a

test cannot, therefore--if it is to be maximal

ly useful--include all those elements that are

peculiar to any one or even to a limited num-

ber of schools. The most desirable and prob-

ably the most common practice is to use both

standardized and teacher-made measuring instru-

ments in most situations (28).

4. Today, criterion-referenced achievement tests

are being "standardized," that is, developed

by specialists for a test publisher and sold

throughout the country to a large market.

Such tests will have the same problems as

other standardized achievement test They

won't adequately test the unique objectives

of the local situation. Teachers and curricu-

lum specialists will continue to rely largely

on the development of their own tests. When

2 9
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Content Outline (continued)

the occasion does arise to select a standar-

dized criterion-referenced test, however, the

teacher or curriculum specialist must be

cautious that the behavioral criteria of test

items are spelled out clearly, that in fact

the test items measure what they say they are

intended to measure.*

30
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F. Study Activities

Based on your reading of the content outline and any additional references

as suggested, complete the following activities.

Basic Definitions (19)

Educational evaluatiohl Educational evaluation refers to the determina-

tion of the worth of educational phenomena; it generally refers to the

evaluation of an educational enterprise, such as an instructional se-

quence, not to the evaluation of students within V-at enterprise. Edu-

cational evaluation is a process of worth determination.

Educational measurement: Educational measurement refers to the assess-

ment of the current status of an educational phenomenon in a precise

fashion--that is, counting or enumerating so that the phenomenon can be

more accurately described--without placing value (goodness or badness)

on the phenomenon thus described. Educational measurement is a process

of status determination.

Criterion-referenced testing: Criterion-referenced testing is a form of

educational measurement that ascertains an individual's status with re-

spect to some criterion or performance standard. Because the individual

is compared with some established criterion, rather than with other in-

dividuals, these measures are described as criterion-referenced.

Norm-referenced testing: Norm-referenced testing is a form of education-

al measurement that ascertains an individual's performance in relation-

ship to the performance of other individuals on the same measuring device.

Because the individual is compared with some normative group, such mea-

sures are described as norm-referenced.

3i
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1. Determine whether the following examples represent educational evalua-

tion or educational measurement by marking an "X" at the appropriate

choice.

A vocational counselor directs a testing program that provides IQ

scores and comprehensive achievement scores for each student in the

district.

a. evaluation

b. measure 2nt

b. A vice-principal in an area vocational school observes a home econo-

mics class for a week and concludes that the instructor lectures too

much, providing little opportunity for students to participate.

a. evaluation

b. measurement

C. An industrial arts instructor administers an examination to deter-

mine if the students in his class have achieved the instructional

objectives for a unit of instruction.

a. evaluation

b. measurement

d. The principal of a comprehensive high school annually determines the

comparative percentile ranks of all entering freshmen in English and

mathematics.

a. evaluation

b. measurement

3 2
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2. Determine whether the following examples represent criterion-referenced

testing or norm-referenced testing by marking an "X" at the appropriate

choice.

a. In the Red Cross Senior Lifesaving Test, an individual must demon-

strate certain swimming skills to pass the examination, regardless

of how well others perform on the test.

a. criterion-referenced tescing

b. norm-referenced testing

b. Although a business student scored 90% on an examination, he did not

receive an A because a majority of the students in the class scored

higher.

a. criterion-referenced testing

b. norm-referenced testing

c. A test is used to determine the top 25 vocational students for a new

vocational leadership program.

a. criterion-referenced testing

b. norm-referenced testing

d. Students in a woodworking shop are required to pass a knowledge test

of basic safety rules before operating any equipment in the shop.

a. criterion-referenced testing

b. norm-referenced testing

33
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3. Read the "Foreword" and Robert Glaser's article "Instructional

Technology and the Measurement of Learning Outcomes: Some Questions"

in Popham, Criterion-Referenced Measurement: An Introduction. Then

complete the following questions.

a. How did World War I psychology promote the use of norm-referenced

measurement in education?

b. Who coined the term "criterion-referenced measurement" and when?

c. What factors in education do you think contributed to an increasing

emphasis on criterion-referenced measurement?

d. What form of mecsurement is primarily used in education today?

How wouid you explain this phenomenon?

e. What is Glaser's primary concern regarding the measurement of

learning outcomes?

4. Read the Special Report of the Association of California School Adminis-

trators on "The Nature and Uses of Criterion-Referenced and Norm-

Referenced Achievement Tests," provided on the following pages. Then

complete the questions below.

a. In what sense is the concept of criterion-referenced measurement

"new"?

b. What are other current terms in use for criterion-referenced tests?

c. Under what circumstances might a criterion-referenced test be

considered "standardized"?

3 4
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Vol. 4, No, 3

THE NATURE AND USES OF CRITERION-REFERENCED AND NORM-REFERENCED ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

oduction

During the past few years, the term criterion-referenced test has conic into increasing wide use to the point where it is virtu-

ally a bur/ word. Almost any discussion among school admMistrators of "what's new will include allusions to criterion-refer-

enced tests and perhaps domain-referenced tests, mastery tests, or objectives-based tests 'as well. These sork of tests are usu-

ally contrasted with norm-teferenced tests, standardired tests, tiaditional tests. or the like. I t is particularly conimon to tThd

that such discussions are confusing because people have different ideas about what these words and phrases mean and about

what the various tests are good for.

\lost school officials hear ci iticism of their testing programs from all sides and consequently many are finding the various

claims about critenon-ieferenced tests both enticing and disturbing. Are they the answer to the teachers prayers? The prin-

cipals'? What are they really'? Just another fad? Why all the diffeient terms? Can we now discard the traditional achievement

tests'? Are there handy books oi at tides answering these questions for school administrators? The answer to the last of these

questions is "no and hence this papot.

Thus, the general purpose of this :eport is to enable general administrators to discuss these matters moie knowledgeably with

then staff and communities. Hie specioe purposes are to I I 1 claoty ht. pioliterating terminology (and peihaps stunt its

giowth) by enumerating common di'..feiences and distinctions In memiing between tenth and between usages of these terms,

(2) explain the essential nature of the diffetence between the two Linds of tests. and (3) offei a viewpoint on their uses in

schools. The discussion is limited to achie ement tests. and emphasties what the icons imply about differences in how tests

are consoucted and how they 'nay be used. It is hoped that leaders of this iepor t will be better able to infei what is meant

when they encounter discussions of these ideas and will he better able to judge and use the \arious kinds of measures av:Ulable.

1111 \ even be hoped that the re,,ult will be a gonerdl t eduction in confusion.

rho Loll rtisloll :II Isis because flier Is a Lk \ lit ns,re among the "c \ pelts. In this context. an expel t is anyone \Shut bas

II ten someihmg about the two conti,Nme kinds ot in a le,..-0g11!/:,1 ,011111,1101 iii :1.1,00k. The contrasts and

turns m usages and meanings cited m Ous report are laigely composites and Lannot lie it ii ibuted 10 any one .onrce.'''

ot the major r eferenees consulted is appended. I miller more. we w rote to a nuinber ot scholars and organuanons ask-

ing tor their detunthms. I hose teplving %%ere' Professors J. Stanley Ahmann. N.ALP: Robert Ebel, Mtchigan State Enivei-

y: William Mer/. Sacratnento State College: Jason Nfillinan, toi nen Unierstt NI. I. Chas. E. Woodson, University of Cal-

iforma, keleyl and the Center for the Study. of Evaluation, UCLA. Cl 13:McGiaw-1 lill: and Houghton Mifflin. We ale

grateful for these replies; all of thetn were thoughtful .ind useful. We might add. they make us feel confident that the pro.

bE:m just outlined does indeed exist

SPECIAL REPORT is published by the ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
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"What's New?"

Neither norm-referenced nor ciitenon-referenced tests are particularly nevv . The Chinese used a s pec.es of norm-iefereneed

tests for hundreds of years in their civil service program. and teachers in many places have used var ious kinds of criterion-refei-

enced tests 111 their classes. Both kinds of tests have undergone changes and technical development in the last century. It is in

the technical sense that criterion-referenced tests are rather nes% . Only in the last few years have those concerned with theoret-

ical and techmcal issues of educational and psychological measuiement, i.e.. psychometricians_ undertaken any sustained large

scale effort to deal with criterion-iefereneed tests. It is even more recent that publishers of tests for schools have tried to offer

any substantial tests of this sort. Therefore. consensus among the experts about technical requirements for the tests has yet to

he reached and little about these matters can be found in courses and textbooks.

To explore these issues, we first offer crude definitions of criterion- and norm-retrenced tests. Then we try todispose of some

"red-herring" problems created by the %voids themselves and consider the alternative terminology that has been suggested.

Then the basic differences between the two kinds of tests are pointed out and related to sonic important technical issues in

construction and test interpretation. The final section of the paper pertains to appropriate and effective uses these two

species of achievement tests.

Defnutionh

Norm-Refeienced Measures

Most writers agree that norm-referenced achievement tests use a sample of questions that refer to a broadly defined set of ed-

ucational goals. Scores are meant to tell how much the student knows about that area or What level of ability he or she has

attained. Because of the lack of a fully defined (enumerated) body ofknowledge (try to list all knowledge about American

history) or of a natural bottom and top level ()lability (what is 100',; computational skill?), score meaning is most readily ob-

tained by comparing scores of students. If a well-defined group of students (the n(irmative population) is sampled properly,

any score can he compared with those of the rest of the population. The data derived from the scores of the sample, which

permit these comparisons, are the norms. They may appear in many forms such as standard scores, percentiles, or grade

equivalents. In any ease, the norms are a consequence of the basic nature of the test: they do not determine that nature.

Criterion-Referenced Measures

A criterion-referenced achievement test provides a set of questions that refer to relatively restricted (i.e., specific) education-

al objectives. Performance on the items is meant to tell how much the student knows about the topic or how well he or sire

can perform the fask. The specificity of the objective and the clarity with which it describes the behavior representing the

objective to be achieved provides direct meaning to the scores. For example, the student knows (or does not know) how to

identify the topic sentence of a paragraph. Criterion-referenced tests usually measure a large number of objectives, each

treated separately. Since objectives are not equally important and some are contained in others, simply adding the scores to-

gether will not yield a score that means what the score on a regular achievement test does.

Problem Words

Norms

Creation of norms for a criterion-referenced test is entirely possible. Just because the test is built to be directly interpreted

relative to some performance standard does not preclude its also having norms and being used as a norm-referenced test.

fispecially if it is to he used for program evaluation this may be a reasonable procedure. ihowever, since the test has proba-

bly been designed to he used for instructional planning and guidance. it is less likely to be as useful for other purposes. In

any case, the existence if norms does not make the test a norm-referenced test. Fortunately, tins source of confusion is

rare.

Criterion

Analogously. one ma.v define son score on a test constructed to he norm-referenced as the criterion score indicating mas-

tery. Since the breadth of the scale usually makes this decision arbitrary and not something others would automatically

36
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undeistand, it merely creates confusion to say that this makes a test criterion-referenced. This sort ot confusion is widespread
and is comphcated by the difficulty entailed in specifying the breadth of an objective or its domain. The comments of those
who take this position indicate that they really maintain that all tests are alike and ultimately must he norm-referenced. This
position is contradicted by the conunon sense interpretation used by II lally teachers with their own classioom tests.

Standardized

Thce is little unanimity of opinion about the meaning of the word standardized as a descriptor of tests. For sonie, it merely
means tests with norms. For others. it means the test is ( ) published. (2) normed. (3) has explicit instructions for administra-
tion. and (4) was constructed to meet technical standards. Still others leave out requirement I or requirement 2 or both. By
this last definition, many criterion-referenced tests are standardized. Plainly, this term is not useful unless one specifies the de-
finition being used whenever the word is employed. The most common useful definition (z.nd the one that we use) addresses
itself to test administration and scoring. Strict adherence to the author's or publisher's administration and scoring directions is
necessary if reliance is to be placed on the results. Failure to adhere to them means that norms cannot be used, comparisons
with previous testings or other groups cannot be made, and so on.

Alternatives to the Term "Criterion-Referenced"

Let us return to the definitions of norm-referenced aod criterion-referenced tests. It is apparent that the ideas are clear enough
but the terminology is unfortunate. This is why all the other labels for criterion-referenced achievenwnt tests exist. Yet it
seems clear to us that matters have gone too far to change; the terms "criterion-referenced" and "norm-referenced" are too
well established to be abandoned. The writers who use other words have excellent reasons for doing so, but usage is against
them and they do not agree with each other, They do agree there are two general kinds of achievement tests although some of
those responding to our questions preferred to describe these differences as a matter of degree ind emphasis rather than kind.
Nevertheless, it seems to us that a general consensus exists about the underlying ideas but that differences in terminology tend
to obscure these agreements.

Those who prefer the term "domain-referenced" are concerned about test construction procedures (see the next section) while
those who use "mastery" emphasize a use. The term "objectives-based" elicits wide agreement but little enthus:asm. General-
ly speaking. those who use terms other than criterion-referenced appear to understand perfectly well what is meant, they sim-
ply do not like the terminology. Therefore, if one accepts the proposition that usage has already established norm-referenced
and criterion-referenced, the problem is not those few who would use other labels, but the many who have erroneous notions
about what these two terms mean. Let us, therefore, try to elaborate on the nature of these two kinds of tests.

Characteristic Differences Between Criterion- and Norm-Referenced Tests

The two kinds of tests may both have norms, may both have a particular criterion score designated as indicative of mastery,
and may both be considered standardized. The two kinds often differ on these points but they do not have to do so. The
basic differences arise in the construction procedures.

First there are the content specifications for test construction from which content validity is established. The ideal process of
building a traditional standardized achievement test is well known. Many textbooks describe it. The first step is to establish
content specifications; experts in the area outline the topics to be included and indicate their relative importance. Items are
written to fit the topics; importance of a topic is reflected by the number of items about the topic that -are included. The test
is usually designed to yield a few (e.g., 4 to 7) separate sub-test scores each based on perhaps 20 to 50 items, as well as3 total
score.

For criterion-referenced tests, the content specifications procedure is similar except that each objective or component of the
topic to be measured is considered separately. The specifications indicate all the topics but give them no weights. A criterion-
referenced reading test, for example, may include 40 to 60 objectives each of which is measured by. perhaps five items. In ef-
fect , there are 40 to hO separate tests and scores but no total score.

Content validity is judged in both cases by examining the adequacy of cootent cos erne. but in the traditional test the appro-
pnateness of the emphases is an important criterion for judging. Content validity of both types of tests is also judged by exato-,
mg how well the items fit the categories or objectives they are meant to measure,

In short . the only difference ni content criteria is in the weighting and the breadth of content represented by any
r Ins ditterence may not appear large. but It represents two very different views of the measurement task. For norni-reCerenced
tests. there i assumed to be trait in capability (e.g., reading skill) that individuals liae nt different amounts be,:atise if dif-
ferent amounts of learnmg. The measurement task is to place people on a scale of that ti ait ; the scale is usually :stablished by
norms. For criterion-referenced tests, a behavior is described that occurs under eerLiin conditions when a student has
achieved the objective; the measurement task is to determine if a student has achieved the objective. When objectives are com-
plex and broad, one can measure degrees of achievement and the two sorts of tests begin to look alike. However, as long as it
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is possible to interpret scores as direct descriptions of achievement . the test can he called "criterion-referenced

The second step in test construction is to write items to fit the content specifications. (;enerally speaking. the process does
not differ for the two sotts of tests. llossever. some writers feel stronelv that they should differ. These are the advocates of
the term domain-ieterenced." which refers to then item writing proceduie,.

The third step in test consnuction 1, to ti out the items and select the best ones to make up the test. Ilete the differences
hem een the two kinds of tests ale more numerous. On standardized achioevement tests, the "best" items are usually those
that: 1) discriminate well. 1.e.. ale ;Hiss% ered conrectis by gene_dR high scoring students and incorrectly by. low scotes (the

poirit-hiserral coefficient an nem-test correlation is one common index of this): (2) show growth from grade to grade

(most achievement batteries provide different lesels of the test for ever y one, two. or three grades); (3) are about in the middle
m difficulty e.g.. on a multiple-choice test, about 6; of an average group would get the item right (this is the average one
aims for but it is helpful to have some easy items and some hard ones). (4)11 the item is multiple-choice. each alternative (dis-
t ractor or foil) should he chosen by many of the lower scoring students.

In criterion-referenced tests. by contrast, one looks for an item that will discriminate between students who have and have not
achieved the particular objective it is measuring but there is no concern with its relation to other objectives. One also looks
for items that will show mastery nnmediately after the objective is achieved. Thus, if an objective is taught during a week,
many if not most students should fail the item before that week's instruction and pass it after (assuming that the instruction is
adequate). This characteristic is called -sensitivity to instruction.- Determination of sensitivity to instruction requires a two-
stage tryout, one before and one after relevant instruction; a single-stage tryout with a treatment (taught) and a control (not
taught) group can provide similar information provided that assignment to treatments is done properly. A traditional achieve-
ment test has only one tryout and its tinting relative to instruction is rarely considered. Selection of items that are sensitive to
instruction means that a criterion-referenced test will reflect learning as it happens, something that regular achievement tests

rarely do. It takes six or eight months of schooling for most norm-referenced test scores to reflect significant changes because
they measure many broad and complex goals all at once. This is one reason why criterion-referenced tests can be more effec-

Ow than norm-referenced tests when used to guide instruction and for looking at programs internally while in progress. Norm-

referenced tests on the other hand are efficient when used to evaluate program outcome because of their long-term summative-

character. Finally, one looks for items that will be difficult for those who have not achieved the objective and easy for those

who have. "Middle" difficulty items are not particularly desirable. This is equivalent to the preceding poin! but contrasts
with norm-referenced items.

Table 1 summarizes some of the similarities and differences between the two kinds of achieveipent tests. Note that most of
these characteristics are more properly labeled "typical" than necessary. These differences in nature and construction point

to different uses of the two kinds of tests.

Table I
Characteristic Similarities and Differences between Norm-Referenced

and Criterion-Referenced Achievement Tests

Norm-Referenced Tests Criterion-Referenced Tests

Content Specifications

I . Topics outlined and weighted according to impor-
tance: number of items per topic is directly propor-
tional to importance.

2. Both omission of important content and inclusion
of unimportant content are serious flaws that dis-
tort meaning of scores.

3. Test usually covers broadly defined educational
goals that represent the most widely adopted
school curricula.

4. Altering a test to fit a specific local curriculum is
very difficult: it is usually easier to build such a test

from scratch.

Topics broken down into specific educational ob-
jectives; number of items per objective is usually
constant. In any case, all objectives are equally
represented since each has its own score.

2. Omission of important topics reduces overall value
of instrument but does not affect meaning of
scores. Unimportant objectives can be ignored.

3. Test covers a set of specific educational objectives.
4. The set of objectives used may be easily selected

or modified to fit local curricula.

Item Writing Specifications

Items are usually written to learning objectives
which represent a sample of those relevant to the
goals being measured. Each goal is systematically

sampled but oh:e, uyes are not.
3 8

Items are written to iearning objectives; each ob-
jective is systematically sampled.
Items refer only to the objective to which they
written



2. Single items ot ten requite knowledge of several as-
pects of the content.

Desirable Item Character istrcs

'Hie best items are those that :

1. discriminate well between those who score high and
those who score low on the test.
show growth from grade to grade.
are about midrange in difficulty (hut some items at
each extreme are also desirable).

2.

4.

5.

6.

The best items ate those that:
1. discriminate between those who have and have not

had effective instruction to that objective,
show mastery nmnediately after the objective has
been achieved.
have preinstruction difficulties approaching 0 (al-
most all get them wrong) and postmstruction diffi-
culties approaching I (almost all get them right).

Administ ration

Standardiied conditions of administration are essen-
tial including control of time (sometimes tests are
speeded but not always).
Parts cannot be omitted without damage to meaning
of total.

Scores

Raw scores rareIy have much direct meaning.
Measurement places person on hypothetical scale of
amount of trait.
Scale usually established by norms (comparativ
performances).
Derived scores arc used such as standard scores .

percentile ranks, grade equivalent scores.
Score reports usually imply value, i.e., p,l-for mance
was good or poor.
All items contribute to part and total scores.

2.

More latitude in conditions is permissible. Control
of time is rarely appropriate (unless speed is part of
task).
Parts can be omitted at will since there is no total
score.

I. Raw scores have some direct meaning about

achievement the objective being measured.

2. Measurement re tem s to scales based on visible per-

formance.
3. Scale is usually established by judgment and con-

vention concerning adequate and imANuate per-
formance but norms may ,:xist and help.

4. Scores used are number right, and categories such
as mastery and nonmastery.

5. Score reports are less well adapted to making con-
clusions about the quality of student or program
performance.

6. Each objective has its own score, meaningful total
scores are usually not possible.

Score Distributions

1. Score distributions that are approximately normal
are desirable. e.g.:

0 Score

Test-retest coefficients should be high for each
score.

I. Score distribut:ons that are skewed are desirable,
e.g.:

pre post

instruction instruction
2. If the group tested includes both preinstructed and

instructed students, distribution should be U-shaped,
e.g.:

Relianility

I .

3
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mixed

Test-retest coefficients should be high for each ob-
jective in a mixed sample (as a'oove).



Internal consistencs cot:Inch:irk drould he substan-
tial hir each score.

Content Validity

Content coverage and emphasis should be judged
adequate.

Fit of items to their intended content category is a
mat ter of judgment .

Internal consistency coefficients should be Ingh for
each obiective in a ni:xed sample.

. Adequacy of coverage of behavior specified by ob-
jective should he adequate.

2. Fit of items to their intended content category is
a matter of judgment.

Colls11., Valldit

Scores show growth during years of school art; .

dance.

Scores show greatest growth during years of :
vant instruction.

3. Groups with more training average better tha'
groups with less.

4. High scoring students can more often solve pp,' ciii
requiring the knowledge than low scoring student',
Relationships among items should correspond (show
patterns) to relationships among content categories
(e.g., results of factor analyses should be

5.

Scores for objectives exhibit sensitivity to instruc-
tion. i.e., change from wrong to right after effective
mst ruction.
Items for one objective arc more closely related
than across objectives.

3. General background plays less role than in norm-
referenced tests (this implies less cultural bias).

4. Highscoring stddents can more often solve pro-
blenis requiring the knowledge than low scoring
students.
Relationsldps among items should correspond
(show patterns) to rf-tationships among content
categories (e.g.. results of factor analyses should be

Where a learning hierarchy is known to exist per-
formadce on higher objectives will predict perfor-
mance on lower order objectives, and demonstrated
mastery of lower order objectives facilitates learn-
ing of higher order objectives (e.g.. positive vertical
transfer):

Criterion Related Validity

5.

1 Scores correlate well with other measures of achieve- .

ment such as teachers' marks and other tests.
7. Scores predict performance in class or on tasks de-

pendent on capabilities bein,r Inca qued.

Uses

Assessment of status of school system (or classes or
students) with respect to achievement in basic skills
and content areas.
Program evaluation for outcomes of long-rerm
growth (at least 6 months) towards major goals.
Selection and placement of students in courses and
programs on the basis of level of basic skills or gen-
eral knowledge of content.
!rumination for curriculum plammig.
Monitoring yearly progress ot schools and school
systems with respect to goak.

Scores correlate well with other measures of the
objective.

. Assessment of status of students (or classes or
school system) with respect to curriculum
objectives.

2. Program evaluation for long- or short-term attain-
ment of specific objectives.

3. Diagnosis of instructional needs of individual stu-
dents and groups of students.

4. Information for planning ot classroom Instruction.
Monitoring progress of students with respect to
instructional oble, c.c.

5.

Appropr rate and liffective Uses

There IN wide v.iriet), it ss.r rue Ma\ design testme programs using norm-referenced ni '...::tion-referenced tests. Because
the possihrluies Are S(1 many. NAL' shall describe particular approach now being Hied in (In. I. can View School District of
Orangi: Comity. We believe it IN a conceptuall sound approach and is feasible in at least some systems. ()dler approaches
equally effect! e unquestionably exist. Although our purpose is to illustrate possibilities. not prescr ibe, we do have sonic con-
victions about (est programs s, Inch this approach reflects.

4 0
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In particular, we liche%e that in this age ot nidnaduallied instrucilonal programs school districts throughout Calittunia should
he using both kinds ot tests ri ;I complementarv -Oise I his is because ol the large varieh and quantity ot inhumation that is
needed it such programs are going to function adequatelv . the one hand school adminishators need to know how well
their students ale pell,imilig vollectivelv in the hash: skill areas is .i cis henchmark independent ol then dist ref . Without
this Infounatton ii IS rut pOSSIble flu nirerri ti report responsiblv to the school board. to paients. or 10 the prrilk Bs the Sallie

token w ithout suvli inhumation these latter golups cannot make responsible decisions about the policies and support thev
must provide the schools. Without this infoonation program planning or revisnm and improvement is handicapped.

On the other hand. u dif ferent sort of information is needed for planning and evaluating instructional activities. Site adminis-
trators and program sliperlsons hilt especially teachers and students need specilic information about student achievement of

objectnes. Bright students. sollietillies helped hv well educated parents. often figure out hir themselves just
where they stand but many students need unambiguous feedback from the teacher about their efforts to learn. Teachers who
trv whorish, to do this on some real basis other than tide of thumb need help in getting this information especially if they arc
hying to indivklualtie instruction.

We believe that tests are the Most reliable, valid and efficient source of much (although not all) of these kinds of information.
Calefully constructed and validated tests properly used van provide information good enough to say that the time and money
required to administer the tests is worthwhile and that the program of instructional decisions are More likely to he correct
than if the decision maker chose not to test. Thus district administrators, site administrators, and teachers all need to know
how to use tests effectively. Thev need to know how to proceed efficiently and how not to interfere with each other's
efforts or with strident learning. The Ocean View program is intended to achieve this condrtion.

Ocean View Program

Ocean View School Drstrict has had a well established commitment to tests and progra:n evaluation for a number of years.
Flom 190 to 1974, despite shrinking budget options, the district has expended between S.; and S5 per student per year on
tests and relaled evaluation activities to meet the conststent arid insistent demands for cognitive student information. The
school district has consistently exceeded state requirements for testing for the benefit of its students, teachers, administrators,
parent' sehool hoard. and taxpayers.

In Ocean View as elsewhere the s, hoot hoard has the responsibility to identify the general parameters of the curriculum, Work-
ing from these geneial guidelines, cur niculum daections and strategies must be identified at the administrative and teaching
level. C. nconntantly, eval113110t1 mist riirricrrt and strategies are Idetitaied to fit tire curriculum parameters adopted by the
hoard. I ;ke most school dist ricts. (keari View uses a norm-referenced test to gain a broad picture of how well the district is
achieving in its cut riculuni In the basic skills areas of leading, language, and mathematics, In those areas in which the district
Is doing %sell . it is assumed that dish ict teaihing efforts ;ire effectively meeting the goals of the educational program. If. ou
the othei hand, the district shows a weakness. an in.depth study of the problem is then initialed. A norm-referenced item
anah se. can be pal i in such a study however, when one needs to tianslate identified group program weakness into individual
',trident pint Ili-. for comeilive action. a chtehon-refereticed test is the best measure.

I In-rehire. the lihifil I lrnrnrni ffichilks Cr .1 de fenced tests, Chr:rion.releienced tests with their interim tests* can
.1Y,l'a leachers. leg.ildleY, (11 glade level. lo 1.,110W iii a regular basis how well a student is doing in relation to subject area ob-
jectives. Chternumefeienced tests indicate spectkic student educational def icits or strengths on which the teacher can base a
prescophon of daily educational task fru that ..tudent. Individual instinetional programs can be derived from criterionrefer

lest data ohtec lives lest Illeasliles ale expIrculy those in the curriculum plan hi this sense teachers
leach to the test.

iii shor r .0,:can View has 'included that a test program should include both nommelerenced and chterion-referenced
tests I he district one PI thne it,iditini,iI noinmeletenced achievement kinetics in Grades I through 8 to obtain a broad
picture for Its piopaiii 'v,ihin,niirnri I hr Ili use critetionreterenced tests foi diagnostic/prescriptive purposes with
inthsidual student-. In the area of mathematics, a pubIrshed etitenon.referenced lest has been adopted ;Ind is now in use. The

ate used to tian,.late reneial nounkelvienced information nun a meaningful instructional pichue for both the
tea, het and sire adininhatator In tradnir,, the distrrei ciitelion measurement committee is currently explohng various pub
lished piograins drat can he adapted to meet Ocean View's needs,

It".1 alc di-armed n ineasilio and ..rte usually parallel tif then corn.slnuirlinf.', pail in a
mow oilqnclielaa0 , retelen, ti..,1 I lie are hit titonitinliir, the dad\ ot weekly initrii",, ml milivirltial
.airdorn,,
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t)ittiiirrcs in I t rsagc.

to whether aTher,: ale prohlems .?.enerated hy all e \tells1Ve testing progiam. One is the recurring professional argument as

norm-referenced adnevement test should regulate the t:Orriculum. Most say it should not. Nevertheless, if olle is attempting

to measure achievement, the test content must have a dose relationship to the clink:Ann taught. In fact, the Ocean View

experier10e suggests that it IS 1101 lot/ hard to get a substantial degree of consensus frOfil !cachets concerning the appropriate-

ness ot nmrosr 01. the Heins innid ni lite haste skills measures used. When teacher N question whether a given achievement test is

regulating the curticulum. it Is helpful to ask them to examme the particular items and the skills thc:, Are intended to measure

Specific disagreements about relevance and appropriateness are rarely found. Skills such as knowing how to identify IllaIll

ideas. how to use punctuation properh, or how to perform hasic arithmetic operations lire pretty nearly umversally accepted.

the broad general omenn of a norm-referenced test is so common in agreement vis:i vis appropriate curnculum areas in pith-

lie schools that getting agreement is not Lioficult sown die time is taken to do so.

hjsutie hoth mds of tests creates a seci,nd prohlem, namely interrelating tlie results of the two kinds of instruments. The two

do ield sonless hat dit fern! kinds of information. all Overall summanve judgment on the one hand and a specific diagnostic

pr:ture on the other. I( is important to help personnel see the interrelationships among the two sets of data and not conk! 10

led tIle ale I nits also c.allS for carelul examination of lest materials by teachers and administrators. l3,' carefully

determining correspondences and differences in content alld emphasis, CI iterion-referemed tests can he used to translate gen-

eral nor ni-reteremed information into a meaningful instructional picture. The strengths and weaknesses of both kinds of infor-

mation Vall he exhibited Mien this is done. It is evident that administrators must help teachers in this task.

!he ilnid problem occurs in the suhsequent task of relating the information to instructional activities. The quannty iii infor-

mation is large and teachers cannot use it without help. particular need arises to assist teachers in a suppollIVe Sellse as they

gallici materials and equipment nd orgam/e then students for Instruction.

Ae may add that \Oren a large degree of usefulness of the district testing program is developed the prohlems created hy

external testing demands are reduced. rhts is because student, and leachers (a) perceive te,as as having some use and value and

th) tend to understand nine hills What the data do and do lolt mean vs ith 3 consequent reduction in fear and distaste.

(ort.:Itision

In hoe'. the key to the el tective use of tests IN a balanced use of each type of test. Norm-referenced tests ale used hest for

group deeasiolls. ()Herron-referenced tests ale used hest tUr irudiviulual diagnostic, prescriptive deerskins.

When evaluation questions Anise correct Inng comparisons of groups of students tor purposes of makIng general clIf11,11111111

skins. nornmeterenced tests ale usually most Appropmite. When evaluation questions arise concerning the educatronal progress

or a student for puip)ses ii pre-A:lilting itt indiskluali/ed instructional program, diterion-releren,...ed tes: . 're usual:: most

appropriate.

R1.1.1 RI.N( 1 S

Luse!, R Iss,, u! .0 1

l's,climitetric and edumeinc. Amencan Psycholowst, 1Q74, N. 512-5 Ih.
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;lasei. R. J. 'SIeJsnienicni ItI learmng and instruction. In R. I.. Thkonklike (Ed.). hducational '1/41,..easurement.
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N I I 1<11 ( on I (.-ds. ;.
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ii Reports" are intended to present information of a practical value to school administrators in California.
It should t/f recognized that (a) the applicability and value of such information may vary from district to district

in a %tale as diver:Q:1s California, and (b) the viewpoints expressed in "Special Reports" are those of the authors

a.id not necessarily those of the Association of California School Administrators.
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5. Having read the Special Report of the Association of California School

Administrators on "The Nature and Uses of Criterion-Referenced and Norm-

Referenced Achievement Tests," complete the following exercise by decid-

ing whether the characteristics indicated describe a norm-referenced test

or a criterion-referenced test. Mark an "X" at the appropriate choice.

a. With this type of test, the test items refer only to the specific ob-

jectives for which they were written.

a. norm-referenced test

b. criterion-referenced test

b. With this type of test, the best test items are those that discrimin-

ate between individuals who score high and individuals who score low

on the test.

a. norm-referenced test

b. criterion-referenced test

c With this type of test, the number of test items per topic is deter-

mined on the basis of the relative importance of that topic.

a. norm-referenced test

b. criterion-referenced test

d. This type of test determines whether or not students have achieved

specific instructional objectives.

a. norm-referenced test

b. criterion-referenced test

e. This type of test determines a student's status with respect to

other students in the achievement of basic skills and content areas.

a. norm-referenced test

b. criterion-referenced test

f. With this type of test, meaningful total scores on all test items

are usually nct possible.

a. norm-referenced test

b. criterion-referenced test

4
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6. Read the Popham and Husek article, "Implications of Criterion-Referenced

Measurement" in Popham, Criterion-Referenced Measurement: An Introduc-

tion. Then complete the following exercise by distinguishing between

norm-referenced measurement (NRM) and criterion-referenced measurement

(CRM) on the bases indicated below.

a. VARIABILITY

CRM an WIIM

b. ITEM CONSTRUCTION

CRM and NRM

c. RELIABILITY

CRM and NRM

d. VALIDITY

CRM and NRM

e. ITEM ANALYSIS

CRM and NRM

f. REPORTING AND INTERPRETATION

CRM and NRM

(See Appendix A for possible answers.)

4 I
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Goal 9.2

Content Outline Activities-Resources

Goal 9.2: Select Approaches/Techniques
For Assessing Student Achievement of
Instructional Objectives in the Three
Domains of Learning.

A. Measuring Instruments for the Cognitive Domain

1. Written tests, whether they be teacher-made

or standardized, play a central role in the

testing of knowledge.

2. According to Butler, there are three basic

types of criterion test items that can be

used to test knowledge. These types are:

a. "A test item may be directive or

imperative. For eXample, 'Find the

value of R in an electrical circuit if

1=30 amperes e d E=110 volts.'

b. An item may be a completion type,

requiring the student to select from

several possible choices the one

that he thinks will correctly complete

the stem of the item. For example,

'Excessive backlash in the differential

assembly of an automobile would most

likely be caused by'... (followed by a

blank space or four alternative responses).

c. An item may ask a direct question.

For example, 'What three types of

meter functions are combined in a

multimeter?'" (5).

-3

(5) Instructional
Systems Devel-
opment for Voca-
tional and Tech-
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P. 195.



Content Outline (continued)

3. These three basic types of criterion test

items can be adapted to measure all the

different kinds of acquired knowledge. As

Butler points out, however, it is important to

measure the students' knowledge by testing

their ability to apply that knowledge to the

problems they will encounter on the job,

rather thaA by the mere recall of isolated

-facts. To do this, Butler strongly

recommends the methoci of providing hypotheti-

cal situations and then asking practical,

objective questions about courses of action

that should be taken in the situations (5).

B. Measuring Instruments for the Affective Domain

1. According to Pucel and Knaak, attitude

measurement is one of the more complex

types of measurement. People have attempted

to measure attitudes for years and have

developed very complex assessment procedures

that have had only minimal success (21).

2. According to Armstrong et al., "Perhaps

the most appropriate instruments for

measuring development toward course

objectives in the affective domain are

scales and techniques developed by the

classroom teacher. By carefully following

suggestions of experts in the area of

measurement and with practice, the teacher

4 ti
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Content Outline (continued)

may become quite proficient in this skill.

Some of the more usable and reliable tech-

niques include Likert Scales, Semantic

Differential Scales, Sociometric Techniques,

Rating Scales, and Behavior Checklists" (1).

3. In the measurement of affective behavior,

teacher observation and teacher judgment are

also utilized. Teacher observation is

described as a technique that systematically

categorizes the behavior under consideration.

4. Teacher judgment can be utilized if the

teacher constructs a rating scale or a check-

list to be used in determining if the

behaviors under consideration are being

exhibited according to a given set of

criteria.

5. Although teacher observation and judgment

Z.e common ways to measure affective behavior,

silbjectivity tends to be a very critical

oro)lem (1).*

C. Measur nr Instruments for the psychomotor Domain,

1. According to Armstrong et al., "Measurements

jr e cognitive and affective domains of

Iavior assess what might be called internal

13viors. However, since the psychomotor

domain deals primarily with external behav-

iors, the measuring techniques differ in

some respects from those used in the cognitive

and affective domains. Basically, this

difference involves how the responses to the

measuring instrument are recorded. Rather

4 7
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Content Outline (continued)

than having the individual respond to the

instrument directly as in the cognitive

and affective domains, usually another

person is required to observe this individual

performing the given psychomotor skills under

consideration and then record the observed

performance" (1).

2. Measuring instruments that are available in

the psychomotor domain include observation

systems, rating scales, and checklists.

D. Types of Written Test Items

1. Basically, written test items can be classified

as either objective or essay.

2. Objective questions present the learner with

a very structured situation that limits the

type of response he makes. He must either

select the correct answer from several

alternatives, supply the correct answer, or

determine the truth or falsity of a given

statement. Types of objective test items

include7

a. multiple-choice items;

b. matching items;

c. true-false items;

d. completion items.

in general, objective test items are easier

to administer, quicker to score, and provide

more objective results than essay items.

48
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Content Outline (continued)

3 Essay questions, on the other hand, measure

the student's ability to select, organize,

and integrate ideas. According to Butler,

"Because the goal of criterion testing is

to determine whether the student can meet

the requirements of the objective and

not whether he can write extensively and

well, essay items have little or no

place in a criterion test. This fact,

coupled with the need to score the tests

objectively, should lead you to reject

essay items in most cases" (5).

E. The Performance Test

1. The assessment of student performance in

vocational education may take two forms:

a. the performance test, and

b. product evaluation.

2. The Performance Test. A performance test is

a test that requires a student to accomplish

a job-like task under controlled conditions,

controlled conditions meaning those that

will give the student the best possible

chance to display the skill the test is

to measure, and those tht do not do.,gc from

one student to anotht,:r (5).

a. Performance tcsts are used when thi !

instructor is interested in detemining

if the student can perform the

4
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Content Outline (continued)

process and if he can produce the correct

product.

b. The test requires the instructor to

observe the student as he is completing

the process; therefore, the instructor

can also determin P. if the product is

completed correctly.

c. Since these tests must be admiilistered on

a one-to-one basis, they present certain

difficulties for the instructor, who

cannot be responsive to other students in

the class at the time of performance

testing.*

3. Product Evaluation. Ptoduct evaluation

is used when the instructor is primarily

interested in whether the student can

produce the correct product. It doesn't

allow the instructor to assess the

process that created the product--that is,

the correct product may be completed by a

correct or an incorrect process. It does,

however, free the instructor to evaluate

the performance of students after class or

during periods when students do not require

assistance.

4. Basic procedures for developing a performance

evaluation instrument are:

a. Specify the objective.

b. Determine if you want to evaluate the

performance with a performance test

or a product evaluation.

50
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Content Outline (continued)

c. If a performance test is used, list the

procedural steps. If a product evaluation

is used, list the points to be observed

after the performance is completed.

(Make sure that the steps or points are

independent, that each contains only

one performance, that each begins with

a verb indicating the behavior expected

of the student, and that 'all steps are

listed.)

d. Identify critical items.

e. Determine if you need instructor check-

points when using a product evaluation.

f. Determine the criteria for judging

satisfactory completion of each step.

g. Establish the acceptable mastery level

score for the instrument (21).

-41-
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F. Study Activities

Based on your reading of the content outline and any additional reprences

as suggested, complete the following activities.

Techniques for Assessing Instructional Objectives in the Domains of

Learning (22)

The following material enumerates some techniques that might be useful

in assessing student achievement of instructional objectives in the three

domains of learning: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor.

Assessment Techniques for the Cognitive Domain

The following techniques are appropriate for assessing student achieve-

ment of instructional objecJves concerned with course content and fac-

tual information:

1. noting written or oral response to selected questions or issues

listed in a pre-test or an exit test;

2. using teacher-made written tests consisting of objective-type

questions;

3. having students prepare a short paper or essay with standards

and criteria for assessment;

4. having a student chair or serve as a member of a committee,

preparing and presenting a report on some aspect of a unit of

instruction;

5. assessing a student's response to questions raised by an in-

structor in a group instruction review.

Assessment Techniques for the Affective Domain

The following technique is appropriate for assessing student achievement

of instructional objectives concerned with the interests, attitudes,

appreciations, and adjustments of the learner: using an attitude check-

list that specifies benavioral criteria for judging student achievement of

appropriate job-related attitudes.

5 2
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Assessment Techniques for the Psychomotor Domain

The following techniques are appropriate for assessing student achieve-

ment of instructional objectives concerned with motor skills:

1. observing the student as he demonstrates a skill or the

applftation of knowledge;

2. assessing a finished product that required the use of the

psychomotor skills being assessed;

3. using a performance test in which the student demonstrates

the psychomotor ability as part of the test.

1. Complete the following multiple-choice questions by marking an "X" by

the specific learning domain being tested by the assessment technique

described.

a. As part of a performance test, an instructor observes a student to

determine whether or not he is able to operate a power saw, follow-

ing correct procalures.

a. cognitive domain

b. affective domain

c. psychomotor domain

b. A teacher prepares a series of multiple-choice questions to test the

student's knowledge of the various types and uses of power saws.

a. cognitive domain

b. affective domain

c. psychomotor domain

c. With a list of characteristics that describe a safety conscious in-

dividual, an instructor observes a group of students working in a

wood shop to determine whether or not these students are safety

conscious.

a. cognitive domain

b. affective donain

c. psychomotor domain

r
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d. As part of a performance test, an instructor observes a group of re-

tail sales trainees in a roleplaying session to determine whether or

not they are able to establish good rapport with customers.

a. cognitive domain

b. affective domain

c. psychomotor domain

e. An instructor selects a standardized test consisting of matching

items that determines whether or not dental assisting students are

able to identify basic tools used by the dentist.

a. cognitive domain

b. affective domain

c. psychomotor domain

Types of Tests

In vocational education, there are two basic types of tests:

1. written tests, and

2. performance tests.

Written tests are designed to measure achievement of objectives primar-

ily in the cognitive domain. Performance tests are designed to measure

achievement of objectives primarily in the psychomotor domain. However,

aspects of these tests may also be used to measure achievement of ob-

jectives in the affective domain. TheiY. primary use is our major con-

.A'.n here.

Written tests consist of test questions that can be classified into two

major groups:

1. objective test questions, and

2. ubjcctive (essay) test questions.

Both basic types of tests, written tests and performance tests, may be

either standardized or nonstandardized; that is, they may be purchased

from a commercial test publisher, or they may be prepared by the indivi-

dual instructor--teacher-made.
r04
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Keep these distinctions in mind as you proceed through this module.

Objective Tests and Sublective -ests: Advantages and Limitations (9)

1. An objective test is a t:Te of test so designed that the score can

be determined objectively and will be essentially the same regard-

less of who determines the score. Typical objective test questions

include true-false, multiple choice, completion, matching, and pic-

torial recall. Objective tests may and should use more than one

type of question. Each type of question has its own aniqu2 meris

and limitations.

a. True-False

This type of test is generally inferior to nther types ince

the element of "guessing" is always present. Remember, a per-

son who knows absolutely nothing about the subject will aver-

age 50 percent correct by just answering all the questions.

Furthermore, educators claim that even suggesting a negative

answer is a poor practice in teaching.

If true-false tests are used, there should be a relatively

large number of questions, and there should be approximately

an equal number of true questions and false questions. The

student should be required to place a circle aroun6 the "T"

or "F" in the corresponding right-hand column. For scoring,

the number of incorrect answers may be subtracted from the

number of correct answers.

Advantages:

(1) Comparatively easy to construct

(2) May be applied to a wide range of subject matter

(3) Objective and easy to score using a key

(4) Permits a wide sampling of knowledge in a unit of fork
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Disadvantages:

(1) Includes negative suggestion

(2) Guessing factor is 50-50. Modifying corrects for this

factor but the modification techniques usually confuse

students

b. Multiple Choice

In this type of test the student must select the most appro-

priate answer from a minimum of four possible answers. Care

should be taken to avoid more than one possible correct answer

in the one-correct-answer type or more than one possible in-

correct answer in the reverse multiple ,:hoice type.

Advantages:

(1) Tests judgment, reasoning, and discrimination of students

(2) Tests more than memc y for factual knowledge (tests by

recognition rather than recall)

(3) Very adaptable to who, what, when and where situations

(4) Reduces guessing factor from one-half to one-quarter

Disadvantages:

(1) practically none

(2) Initial construction pf multiple choice items is time-

consuming but this factor is offset by usefulness of

questions

c. Completion

Thic type of test requires students to supply the answer to

an incomplete statement or question by recalling one or two

words, numbers, dates, or symbols. This type of testing re-

quires that the student supply the exact answer intended. For

example: "A letter that has a descender is ." Avoid

ambiguous statements.
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Advantages:

(1) Tests memory

(2) Stimulates study habits

(3) Eliminates guessing

Disadvantages:

(1) Not a good measurement of student knowledge

(emotional factors involved in test writing,

i.e., fear, tension, nervousness)

(2) More difficult to score

(3) Measures only factual knowledge

d. hing

A matching test is one that consists of matching words in one

column with a closely related word or words in scrambled or-

der in a second column. If for no other reason, they are

used to add a certain amount of variety and interest to the

otherwise boring task of taking a test.

Advantages:

(1) Comparatively easy to construct

(2) Objective and easy to score

(3) Efficient as a space and time saver

(4) When properly constructed, the guessing factor can

be practically eliminated

Disadvantages:

(1) Inferior to multiple choice items for measuring

judgment and application--apt to stress memori7a-

tion of facts

(2) Unless properly constructed may include irrelevant

clues to correct response

(3) Unless skillfully prepared may be time-consuming to

student

5 '7
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e. Pictorial Recall

Identification tests, in which various parts of a drawing are

to be identified, not only have an interest value, but are

also quite effective for testing nomenclature for tasks, tools,

materials, and parts of objects.

Advantages:

(1) Tests memory

(2) Stimulates study habits

(3) Eliminates guessing

(4) Easy to score

Disadvantages:

(1) Measures only factual knowledge

(2) Emotional factors ,ie involved in writing tests, i.e.,

fear, tension, nervousness

2. A subjective test, such as an essay test, is one that is scored

on the basis of the scorer's personal judgment of the worth of

each answer. Essay type questions are fairly easy to prepare and

are adaptable to most subjects and most classroom conditions. The

chief disadvantage is that they are hard to score fairly. This is

because grading is based chiefly on opinion, which may be influ-

enced by neatness, "literary" ability rather than subject matter,

or personality conflicts between the student and instructor.

Advantages:

(1) Measures student's ability to organize his/her thoughts

and express himself/herself clearly

(2) Takes a comparatively short time to prepare
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Disadvantages:

(1) Time consuming to score

(2) Difficult to score objectively

(3) Time-consuming for student to write

(4) Offers poor coverage of area to be tested

(5) Penalizes the student who is unable to express himself/

herself well

(6) Lacks reliability

The Requirements of Good Tests (9)

A test is only as good as its results. In other words, if a test is

"gocd," it is good because it accomplishes its purpose effectively and

economically in a particular situation. Therefore, a good test is one

that is objective, valid, reliable, comprehensive, and provides for

economy of time in giving and scoring. Analyze these qualities care-

fully.

1. Objective

When a test can be used by two or more examiners of equal compe-

tence and give identical or similar scores, it is said to have

objectivity. It is a quality dependent on purely impersonal, fac-

tual evidence rather than on judgment, personal opinion, or bias.

Objectivity, therefore, applies to the giving and scoring of a

test and not to the person taking the test.

2. Valid

When a test measures Yhat it is intended to measure, it is said to

have validity. Validity requires careful selection of test items

to avoid irrelevant and nonessential questions that are not true

measures of knowledge or ability. Every term in the test should

be representative of the main purpose of the unit of study being

tested.
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3. Reliable

A test is said to have reliability when it gives consistent results

whether given at different intervals to the same group or given to

different groups who have received the same instruction. Reliabil-

ity, therefore, refers to the accuracy with which a test measures

the things that it is supposed to measure.

4. Comprehensive

A test should provide adequate coverage of the subject or that part

of the subject to be tested. The questions should cover all the

points emphasized in the lesson. Written tests, such as the old

essay type, have only a few questions and are obviously not compre-

hensive.

J. Convenient

A test should be easy to use and should provide for economy of time

in administering and scoring. Its construction should be such that

it is possible to test a larger number of items in a class period,

and the instructor is able to score a larger number of tests with

true objectivity.

2. Having read the preceding material on "Types of Tests," "Objective

Tests and Subjective Tests: Advantages and Limitations," and "The

Requirements of Good Tests," fill in the chart on the following page,

indicating the advantages and limitations of objective tests and

subjective tests for the criteria indicated.
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CRITERION Objective Tests
Subjective Tests

1. Objectivity

2. Vdidity

. Reliability

Advantages Limitations Advantages Limitations
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3. In Module 7, Derivation and Specification of Instructional Objectives,

you wrote instructional objectives fur specfic occupational tasks.

(See the Objectives Specification Sheet you completed on page 53 of th

Study Guide for Module 7.) In Module 8, Development of Instructional

Materials, you selected instructional strategies for accomplishing the=,.:

objectives. (See the Selection of Instructional Strategies forms you

completed on page 30 of the Stud Guide for Module 8.) Now you will

have the opportunity to select e.sessment approaches/techniques for the

objectives you specified in Module . Be sure you have objectives

representing the three domains of learning: cognitive, affective, and

psychomotor.

Look at each of your objec...ives and select an approach/technique to

assess students' mastery of that objective. Use a form like the one

provided on the next page to write the objective and the corresponding

assessment technique. (You will need to prepare a form for each

objective. Adequate space is not provided in this guide, so use

additional sheets of paper as necessary.)

SELECTION OF ASSESSMENT APPROACHES/TECHNIQUES

Objective:

Domain:

Assessment Approach/Technique:

6 5
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Goal 9.3

Content Outline Activities-Resources

/ /2221/./f./ ///
Goal 9.3: Develop An Evaluation Plan and///
Construct Test Instruments for Measuring
Student Achievement of Instructional
Objectives. ///

A. Test Construction

Test construction is a highly specialized subject,

and many texts exist on the subject. The

important point here is that good test construc-

tion is absolutely essential to the success of

instructional materials development. The entire

developmental process can stand or fall on the

quality of the criterion tests.

B. Implementing Criterion-Referenced Measurement

To summarize this module on criterion-referenced

testing, theri are three essential steps to

remember in implementing criterion-referenced

measurement. They are:

1. Prior to instruction, prepare a set of

instructional objectives for the unit

of instruction.

2. Select appropriate assessment approaches/

techniques to assess students' mastery of

the stated objectives. The appropriateness

of the technique selected will largely

be determined by the nature of the skill

or competency specified in the objectives.

3. Match particular assessment techniques

66
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Content Outline (continued)

selected with the performance behaviors

delineated in the instructional objectives.

It is important that the specific test

item correspond to the level and type of

behavior specified in the objective.

Perhaps the single most effective method

of ensuring precision and accuracy in

criterion-referenced measurement is the

careful matching of test items to

performance objectives (14).

C. w r apup of Module* *

6 I
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*See Classroom
Activity 4 in
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D. Study Activities

Bast2,1 on your reading of the content outline and any additional referenes

as suggested, complete the falowing

1. f;ead pp. 40-43 ("Criterion Examination") cf Mager and Beach, Developing

Vocational Instruction. Then complete the following activity.

For each of the objectives provided in this exercise, there is a list of

possible test items. Indicate by writing "yes" or "no" whether or not

that test item is appropriate for assessing the objective.

a. OBJECTIVE: When approached by a prospective customer, respond in a

a positive manner (with a smile, a suitable greeting, and

pleasact tone of voice).

a. Describe ne three )asis characteristics of a positive

response -7.o the apvoach of a prospective customer.

b. Look at the iollowing ten photographs and write the num-

ber of those that represent a correct response to the ap-

proach of a prospective customer.

Watch the following ten film clips and write down the

number of those that represent a correct response to the

approach of a prospective customer.

d. When the instructor hangs the "customer" sign around

his neck and approaches you, make the correct response

to Ehe approach of prospective customer.

e. Write a paragraph describing the importance of each

element of the response to customer approach.

f. When appro.ched by each of five students selected by

the instructor, make the appropriate response to cus-

tomer approach.
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b. OBJECTIVE: Be able to type a business letter in accordance with

standards described :n Company Manual 1-21. 411

a. Describe the five ba5ic elements of a business lrtter.

b. Sort the ten sample letters into piles representing

those that are written in 3ccordance with Company

standards and those that are not.

c. On the five cample letters given, circle any errors or

items not in accordance with Company standards.

d. Describe in a paragraph the rationale for the business

letter standards currently in effect.

e. From the rough copy given, type a business letter in

the form set out by Manual 12-21.

f. Tell how you would inr,truct a secretary in the prepara-

tion of business letters according to current policy.

c. OBJECTIVE: Be able to read a domes4-ic electric power meter correct-

ly to the nearest unit and record it on the appropriatP

page of the Meter-Reader's log.

a Define kilowatt-hour.

Of the five dials on the domestic meter, which records

"thousands of units"?

c. Look at this picture.of a dial. What is the reading?

Look at the dials on these domestic meters. What are

the readings?

e. Record on the appropriate page of your log the readings

of each of these ten domestic meters.



d. OBJECTIVE: Be able to construct a parallelogram.

a. Define parallelogram.

b. Describe the difference between a parallelogram and a

rectangle.

c. Look at the following figures and draw a circle around

the parallelograms.

d. Draw a parallelogram whose sides are 1" and 3" in length.

2. Read the Weber and Lucas article, "Evaluating Student Progress," in

The Individual and His Education. Then complete the activity below.

As a final activity in Module 8, Development of Instructional Materials,

you developed a lesson plan for a unit of instruction. (See Goal 8.2,

p. 69, in the Study Guide for that module.) Now you will have the

opportunity to develop an evaluation plan for assessing achievement

of the objectives for that unit of instruction.

Using the Weber and Lucas article as a guide, develop a Table of Specifi-

cations for your unit of instruction. This table will serve as a plan

for test development. Indicate the content of your unit of instruction

and the various dimensions of your instructional objective.

Whell you have completed the Table of Specifications, look at it to see

if it represents a balanced evaluation scheme. Then answer the follow-

ing questions.

a. Does your Table of Specifications represent a balanced evaluation

scheme? If not, how wou.1 you explain this Perhaps there is a

good reason.
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b. If your Table of Specifications is not balanced and there doesn't

seem to be good reason for this, how would you change the content

and objectives for your unit of instruction in order to create a

more balanced unit?

3. Havina read the Weber and Lucas article, "Evaluating Student Progress,"

and having constructed an evaluation plan for your unit of instruction,

you will now have an opportunity to actually construct the test instru-

ments for the unit.

Develop written tests, performance tests, and tests, to measure attitudes,

as appropriate. The important concern is to develop test items that are

appropriate for assessing achievement of your objecti,,es.

Many texts on principles of test item construction exist and several are

mentioned in the Weber and Lucas article. Feel free to use whatever of

these reference materials you find necessary to develop test items.

(Adequate space is not provided in this guide, so use additional sheets

of paper as necessary.)

7
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PART III

GROUP AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Classroom Activities

NOTE: The following activities are designed to stimulate discussion in

the classroom on specific topics covered in this module. The activities

are designed to be used after student self-study; however, depending on

the background and abilities of students, these activities may not

require previous self-study. All classroom activiFies are keyed to the

Content Outline to indicate an appropriate point for participation.

1. Debate the following issue:

Norbert Wiener noted that the human brain is able to handle value

ideas--ideas that are not quantifiable and that any computer would

have to reject as formless. (Norbert Wiener, God and Golem, Inc.

Cambridge, Mass.: The M.I.T. Press, 1964, p. 73.) Yet some pro-

ponents of behavioral objectives contend that the teacher is not

engaged in instruction when dealing with objectives that are not

describable in terms that car be quantifiably measured. (W. James

Popham and Eva L. Baker, Systematic Instruction. Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970, p. 141.) (26)

Students should divide into two teams, one team representing the

Wiener point of view, and one team representing the Popham and Baker

point of view on this issue of measuring learning outcomes in

connection with instructional objectives. If there are students in

the class that do not feel strongly about either point of view, they

shouA form a third team representing a point if view midway between

the extremes.
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2. Discuss thP following issue: A contemporary educational critic

contends that existing practice "makes it clear to students that the

purpose of testing is not evaluation but rating--to produce grades

that enable the school to rank students and sort them in various ways

for administrative purposes. The result is to destroy any interest in

learning. . ." (Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom. New

York: Random House, 1970, p. 348.) Do you agree with this statement?

Explain the reasons for your point of view. (26)

Students should provide examples from any vocational courses they have

taken that support their point of view on this issue.

3. Students should group themselves into two teams to debate the issue of

whether or not instructors or curriculum specialists can more effec-

tively acquire a set of measurable and appropriate objectives with

corresponding test items by generating their own or by selecting them

from other sources.

Consider such practical matters as:

Are other sources of measurable objectives with urresponding test

items available? If so, are thes,, ',.actives and test items suit-

able for the local situation?

Are instructors or curriculum 7, likely to have time to

generate their own objectives -,1;.2 'tems? If not, is it pos-

sible that a local curriculum 1,..T.p effectively function to

develop objectives and test ii

4. As a wrapup activity for this n .e, select any learn ng module

(teacher-made or commercial) thal may be available Oe classroom.

Students should analy2, the module for match of ob,ct:Cves :Ind test

i:ased on how well lbjectLes and test items wcIL students

should determine whether or not they would recomend the module for

further use.
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Activities for Additional Credit

NOTE: These activities ii:*e designed for th t! student who wishes to obtain

additional credit beyond the basic requirQp..!nts of this module. You may

choose to write a paper on one of these C-ivities, or discuss the activity

with the instructor, or you may select some other method to complete the

activity.

1. Examine some teacher-made tests hl .our area of specialization and

evaluate each item according to cogn:tive levels represented in

Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational .;'lectives. What cognitive levels

receive the greatest emphasis? Wt..at cognitive levels are totally

neglected? Can you devise some :.-st items that represent the cogni-

tive levels of application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation?

2. Do the same for the affective as yot! did in Item 1 above.

3 In Silvius and Bohn, Planning and CrgariT,ia Instruction (22), the

authors recommend the followir. Loc'. 1.;b" irocedures to develop

criteria for measuring student achiev-. of instructional objec-

,ives in the affective domain: Robr: -i. Mager, Goal Analysis

(Belmont, California: Fedron Publi.,,hers, 1972). Read this book--

it's another Mager shortieand wq the procedures presented

there, describe the speci :.!. i:,rformances th-at would indicate

achievement of several or tr..: affective objectives from the unit of

instruction you developec: :gor this group of modules. When you

have listed these specific performances, develop criterion test

items that indicate whether or not the student has achieved the

affective objective.

4. Visit two vo,:ational classes in your area of specialization and de-

scribe the types of measd,-,fflent being used to assess student

achievement. For 'ghat pur)oses are these types of measurement

being used? Is the use appropriate for the purpose? What recom-

mendations would yo' make to improve the methods of assessing

student achievement?
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5. In Volume I of his Educational Psychology, E. L. Thorndike (1913)

described the problems of judging student achievement in relation

to other students' achievement. Cite arguments from Thorndike that

would support today's concept of "criterion-referenced" measurement

as a means to assess student achievement.

6. It is possi',1e that someday, upon designation of instructional ob-

jectives, r computer could devise a table of specifications (evalu-

ation plzn', se.ect test items from a test-item pool, print the

test, score and grade it, and analyze the results. What do you see

as the possible advantages and disadvantages of such a criterion-

referenced measurement system?

7 By researching the literature, or by any other means of your choosing,

locate an example of a testing program in any area of vocational ed-

ucation that uses both norm-referenced and criterion-referenced

tests. Then in a 3 to 5 page paper, summarize this program, high-

lighting the appropriate and effective uses of norm-referenced

measurement and criterion-referenced measurement. Use the Ocean View

program described in the Special Report: The Nature and Uses of

Criterion-Referenced and Norm-Referenced Achievement Tests (page 31

of the Study Guide) as a guide for the preparation of your paper.

7 ti
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PART V
APPENDICES

Appendix A:
Possible Study Activity Responses

GOAL 9.1

la. b

b. a

C. b

d. b

2a. a

b. b

C. b

d. a

3a. Psychological tests were administered to thousands of Army recruits
during World War I. These tests, which employed the concept of the
IQ or "mental ratio," caught on, the idea spread, and the form was set.
When the war was over, the schema of the mental test, invented to dis-
cover and predict aptitude, was remodeled for school use--not only for
this purpose but also to test school achievement for diagnostic and
training purposes. Standardized subject-matter tests and test bat-
teries multiplied. (20)

b. Robert Glaser coined the term "criterion-referenced measurement" in a
1963 article in the American Psycholoaist, called "Instructional Tech-
nology and the Measurement of Learning Outcomes: Some Questions."

c. Probably the programmed instruction movement of the early 1960s with
its emphasis on behavioral objectives gave the greatest impetus to
criterion-referenced measurement (which measures individual achieve-
ment of objectives).

d. In large part, achievement measures currently employed in edlir.ation
are norm-referenced. This emphasis upon norm-recerenced measures
has been brought about by the preoccupation of test theory with ap-
titude, and with selection and prediction problems; norm-referenced
measures are useful for this kind of work. However, the imposition
of this kind of thinking on the purposes of achievement measurement
raises some questions (20).

.7 8
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e. Glaser's primary concern regarding the measurement of learning out-

comes is how to assess existing levels of competence and achieve-

ment and the conditions that produce them.

4a. It is in the technical sense that criterion-referenced tests are

rather new. Only in the last few years have those concerned with

the theoretical and technical issues of educational and psycholo-

gical measurement undertaken any sustained large-scale effort to

deal with criterion-referenced tests. It has been even more re-

cently that publishev.s of tests for schools have tried to offer

any substantial tests of this sort. Therefore, consensus among

the experts about technical requirements for the tests has yet to

be reached and little about these matters can be found in courses

and textbooks.

b. Other current terms in use for criterion-referenced tests include:

"domain-referenced," "objectives-based."

c. There is little unanimity of opinion about the meaning of the word

"standardized" as a descriptor of tests. If "standardized" is de-

fined as describing a test that has explicit instructions for ad-

ministration and that was constructed to meet technical standards,

then a criterion-referenced test can be considered standardized.

5a. b

b. a

c. a .

d. b

e. a

f. b

6a. VARIABILITY

CRM: Variability is irrelevant; it is not a necessary conditon for

a good criterion-referenced test.

NRM: Variability is essential; since the meaningfulness of a norm-
referenced score is basically dependent on the relative position of

the score in comparison with other scores, the more variability in

the scores the better.

b ITEM CONSTRUCTION

CRM: Criterion-referenced item writers are guided by the goal of

making sure the item is an accurate reflection of the criterion be-

havior.

NRM: Norm-referenced item writers are guided by the goal of devel-

oping items that produce variability.
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c. RELIABILITY

d.

CRM: Criterion-referenced tests should be reliable, that is, they
should be internally consistent. However, it is not obvious how to
assess the internal consistency; the classical procedures are not
appropriate because they are dependent on score variability. Every

student could obtain a perfect score on a criterion-referenced test,
yet by classical standards this test would not be considered inter-
nally consistent.

NRM: Norm-referenced tests should be reliable, that is, they should
be internally consistent. Classical procedures for assessing inter-
nal consistency are appropriate for norm-referenced measurement.

VALIDITY

CRM: Criterion-referenced measures are validated primarily in terms
of the adequacy with which they repr lit the criterion.

NRM: Many of the procedures for ass ;Ic.,1 the validity of horm-

referenced tests are based on correlations and thus on variability.

e. ITEM ANALYSIS

CRM: For criterion-referenced tests, the use of discrimination in-
dices (item analysis procedures that identify those items that do
not properly discriminate among individuals taking the test) must
be modified. An item that does not discriminate need not be eli-
minated.

NRM: Item analysis procedures have traditionally been used with
norm-referenced tests to identify those items that do not properly
discriminate among individuals taking the test. If an item does
not properly discriminate between the more and less knowledgeable
learners, the item should be eliminated.

f REPORTING AND INTERPRETATION

CRM: When interpreting an individual's performance on a criterion-
referenced test, group-relative indices are not appropriate. The

individual has either mastered the criterion or he has not. In re-

porting an individual's performance, one alternative is the use of
an "on-off" approach; the student either has or has not achieved
the criterion.

NRM: In interpreting the results of an indlvidual's performance
on a norm-referenccd test, the concern is with the individual's
performance in relation to the performance of other individuals.

811
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GOAL 9.2

la. c

b. a

c,

d. b

e. a

2. (See following pages)

8
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crIP:RION
Objective Tests

Subjective Tests

1. Objectivity

2. Validity

3. Reliability

Advantages Limitations Advantages Limitations

This the major

advantaye of ob-

jective tests.

If objective test

items are tied di-

rect to instruc-

tional objectives,

validity can be a

major advantage of

objective tests.

If test items are

well-written and

precise, then reli

ability can be a

major advantage.

If objective test

items are not tied

directly to in-

structional objec-

tives, then one

can question the

validity of these

items.

If test items are

vaguely worded and

open to interpre-

tation, then they

are not reliable.

If standards and

criteria for as-

sessment are spe-

cified, then a sub

jective test can

be valid.

This is the major

limitation of sub-

jective tests.

If standards and

criteria for as-

sessment are not

specified, then one

can question the

validity of these

items.

Subjective tests

often lack reliabil-

ity.



Discussion Questions

A. What is the difference between measurement and evaluation?

(For many years educators in this country have tossed around the term
"evaluation" with almost indifferent imprecision. For some, the

expression referred exclusively to the grading operations wherein
pupils were assigned A, 8, C, etc. To others, it meant essentially

the same as "measurement." Still others thought of evaluation as
experiments to discover if Method A was bettflr than Method B. Although

each of these notions of educational evaluation has been subscribed to

by many, each is clearly inconsistent with the conception of educational

evaluation endorsed by most educational leaders today.) (19)

B. What educational phenomena of the 1960s might have given impetus to

crite.ion-referenced measurement?

(Probably the programmed instruction movement of the early 1960s with

its emphasis on measurable instructional objectives gave the greatest

impetus to criterion-referenced measurement--which measures student

achievement of instructional objectives.)

C. What advantages, limitations, and/or dangers do you see in the position

that teachers must specify and measure all instructional objectives?

(This is a matter of great debate in educational circles. Proponents

of instructional objectives hold that the only sensible reason for the

educator's engaging in instruction is to modify the learner's behavior;

therefore, these intender, changes muFt be described in terms of

measurabla learner oehaviors. On the ot'ar hand, educators who do not

feel the need to specify all learner behavior in terms of instructional

objectives believe that the problem with excessive insistence on build-

ing specificat4ons for each and every instructional objective is that

human beings are not built iike automobiles or washing machines. The

consequence of such detailed specifications in education, they feel,

is that achievement comes to denote the sort of thing that a well-

planned machine can do better than a human being can, and the main
effect of education, the achieving of a life of rich significance,

drops by the wayside.) (26)

D. Many educators acknowledge that affective objectives and their

measurement have not received adequate emphal.is in the curriculum,

particularly the vocational curriculum. How do you account for this?

(Some of the major reasons for neglect of affective objectives in

education include:
1. The failure of teachers and curriculum specia-.ists to appreciate

fully the necessary interrelationships and interdependence between

affective and cognitive objectives;
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2. th2 concentration on cognitive learnings in the curriculum reform

projects of the 1950s and 1960s;
3. the emphasis on cognitive learnings--particularly those at the

lower levels of the taxonomy--in traditional schooling, coupled

with the long-held concept of mind as an entity separate from the

emotions, along with tne persistent, time-worn belief that the

mind is best strengthened through rigorous intellectual exercise;

4. the new emphasis on operant conditioning and the treatment of the

learner as an automatic mechanism;

5. the enormous difficuly inherent in teaching for and evaluating

affective learning in conjunction with cognit.ve learning;

6. the controversies attaJed to evaluating attitudes, feelings,

emotions, and values.) (26)

E. Discuss the relation of performe.nce tests to written tests. When

might a written test be considei-ed a performance test? IlLny instructors

speak of written tests and performance tests as if they were separate

and distinct types. Written tcsts are often considered poor measures

of proficiency, while perfurmance tests are thought to constitute the

only real measures of perfo-mance. Is this necessarily true?

(A performance test is a test which requires a student to accomplish

a job-like task under cortrol'ed conditions. Beca,.7, some written

tests ace indeed iob-like, they too can be consider2d performance

tests. On the other hand, just because a tt item involves equipment

and requires the ctudent to perform something does not mean that it

is job--elated. Also, the fact that performance is involved does not

assure accurate measurement of ability. The real requirement is that

tf2 tes,: situation make demands of the student that are as similar as

possible to tnose of th: job. It is what is measured that counts in a

performance testnot the procedure by which it is measured.) (5)

F. Do you have any problems or concerns regarding this module?

8.)
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PART IV

STUDENT SE,r-CHECK

Part A: Knowledge Assessment

GOAL 9.1

1. What are the definitions of the fullowing items? (9.11)

a. educational evaluaLicr:

b. educational measurement:

c. criterion-rPferenced test.nq:

d. norm-referenced te,tirg:

2. What factors in American edwation contributed to an increasing

emphasis on criterion-referenceu measurement? (9.1?)

3. Which type of test has es its major pui:ose the determination of the

student's relative positicn withi, a group of studen-Ls?

a. criterion-referencce .:est

b. norm-referenced test

4. Which type of test consists of tes items that are conucted to

measure a redeterm.ned level of proficleacy? (9.13)

a. criterion-referenced lest

b. norm-refererced test

5. State the difference between.norm-referenced measurement :91e1

referenced measurement on the ba3is of: variability, re1iabilqy, and

validity. (9.14)

a. Variability:

b. Reliability:

c. Validity:
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GOAL 9.2

f\s part of a performance test, an instructor observes a student to

determine whether or not he is able to clean and make a hospital bed,

following correct hospital procedure. What learning domain is this

technique primarily assessing? (9.21)

a. psychomotor domain
_

b. cognitive domain

c. affective domain

7. What are the two basic types of tec:t questions used in paper-and-

pencil tests? (9.22)

8. State the differences between objective tests and subjective tests on

the bases of: reliability and comprehensiveness. (9.22)

a. Reliability:

b. Comprehensiveness:

9. What is a "performance test"? (9.23)

GOAL 9.3

10. Which of the following test items is appropriate for assessing this

objective: Be able to recognize when a torch flame is appropriate

for cutting half-inch steel? (9.31)

a. Describe the characteristics of a torch flame that is appro-

priate for cutting half-inch steel.

b. Look at the following eight color slides of good and bad

flames and write the number of those appropriate for cutting

halfinch steel.

c. Given a welding torch, adjust the flame until it is appro-

priate for cutting half-inch steel.

Tell how you would adjust the flame of a welding torch io

make it appropriate for cutting half-inch steel.
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Part B: Performance Assessment
The purpose of this part of the test is to assess your ability to perform

some of the actual steps involved in the construction of criterion-

referenced test instruments. You should complete it outside of class and

use any reference materials that may be helpful. Be s..!-e to have the

materials you developed for the P:,formance Assessment r:ortions of the

Module 7 and Module 8 Self-Check' . You will now have a chance to build on

the materials you completed there.

This test consists of completing each of the following items in order. As

you finish each item, check it off and continue to the next. Tf you find

any of the forms suggested in the Study Guide helpful in completing these

steps, use them. Otherwise, you may use your own particular forms, as long

as you complete each step below as indicated.

1. Select approaches/techniques for assessing the objectives of the

two units of instruction for which you developed lesson plans in

the Module 8 Performance Assessment. This should be a general

listing of several possible approaches to assessing the objectives.

Later, you will select one of these approaches and construct test

instruments following the approach you selected. (9.24)

2. In the Module 8 Performance Assessment, you developed lesson plans

for two units of instruction: one unit primarily in the cognitive

or affective domain, and the other unit in the psychomotor domain.

Now you are to develop an evaluation plan for assessing achieve-

ment of the objectiv:'.; for those units of instruction. Using the

Weber and Lucas article i7 The Individual and His Education as an_
aid, develop a Table of Snecificatior: fr)r each unit of instruction.

These tables will serve as a pla, for test development. Indicate

the content of four instrurtional units and the various dimensions

cT your instructional obje,,tives. (9.32)

3. From the list cf possible approaches/techniques for assessing

objectives that you developed for Item 1, select a final approach

and construct criterion-referenced test instruments for your two

units of instruction. Develop written tests, perfcrmance tests, and

tests to measure attitudes, :s appropriate. The important concern

is to develop test items that match the specifications of your

objectives. (9.33) -69 -
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This is another
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of subjective
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5. Convenience Objective tests Writing objective Writing subjective Subjective tests

are easy to admin- tests is time- tests takes a rela- are time-consum-
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3. (The specific response to this activity depends on the particular ob-

jectives you specified in Module 7. In general, the approaches/tech-

niques you select for measuring achievement of these objectives should

be appropriate for assessing the specific behavior described by the ob-

jectives. For example, if an objective specifies that a student should

be able to demonstrate some job-related task, the assessment approach

should require the student to actually demonstrate that task, not to

take a written multiple-choice test.)

GOAL 9.3

la. a. no

b. no

C. no

d. yes

e. no

f. yes

b. a. no

b. no

C. no

d. no

e. yes

f. no

c. a. no

b. no

c. no

d. no

e. yes

d. a. no

b. no

C. no

. yes

2. (The specific response to this activity depends on the particular objec-

tives you specified for your particular unit of instruction. If your

Table of Specifications does not represent a balanced evaluation scheme,

there may be good rcason. Perhaps the subject of your course emphasizes

objectives of one type. Fur example, a course in retail arithmetic em-

phasizes application.)
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410
3. (The specific response to this activity depends on die particular ob-

jectives you developed for your particular unit of instruction. The im-

portant concern is that your test items assess the behavior specJied

by the objectives. Check with your instructor.)

9 3
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Appendix B:
Possible Self-Check Responses

Part A: Knowledge Assessment

GOAL 9.1

1. What are the definitions of the following terms? (9.11)

a. eLiucational evaluation:

b.

The determination of the worth of educational phenomena;
the term generally refers to the evaluation of an educa-
tional enterprise, such as an instructional sequence, not
to the evaluation of students within that enterprise.

educational measurement:

The assessment of the current status of an educational
phenomenon in a precise fashionthat is, counting or
enumerating so that the phenomenon can be more accurately
described--without placing value (goodness or badness) on

the phenomenon thus described.

c. criterion-referenced testing:

A form of educational measurement that ascertains an
individual's status with respect to some criterion or per-

formance standard.

d. norm-referenced testing:

A form of educational measurement that ascertains an indi-
vidual's performance in relationship to the performance of
other individuals on the same measuring device.

94
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2. What factors in American education contributed to an increasing

emphasis on criterion-referenced measurement? (9.12)

Probably the programmed instruction movement of the
early 1960s with its emphasis on behaviural objectives
gave the greatest impetus to criterion-referenced measure-
ment.

The appearance of Robert Glaser's 1963 article in the
American Psychologist, "Instructional Technology and
the Measurement of Learning Outcomes: Some Questions,"
in which the term "criterion-referenced" measurement
appeared for the first time, also drew attention to CRM.

3. Which type of test has as its major purpose the determination of

the student's relative position within a group of students? (9.13)

a. criterion-referenced test

X b. norm-referenced test

4. Which type of test consists of test items that are constructed to

measure a predetermined level of proficiency? (9.13)

X a. criterion-referenced test

b. norm-referenced test

5. State the difference between norm-referenced measurement and crite-

rion-referenced measurement on the basis of: variability, reliability,

and validity. (9.14)

a. Variability:

With norm-referenced measurement, the more variability in
the test scores the better, since the meaningfulness of
the score is basically dependent on the relative position
of the score in comparison with other scores.

9 5
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Variability is not a necessary condition for a good crite-
rion-referenced test; in fact, variability is irrelevant
since the meaning of the score is not dependent on comparison
with other scores.

b. eliability:

A nom-referenced test is reliable when all the items in it
"measure the same thing" to some minimal extent, that is,
when the test is internally consistent. Classical procedures
to assess internal consistency are dependent on score
variability and thus are appropriate only for norm-referenced
tests.

Obviously, criterion-referenced tests should be internally
consistent, but it is not obvious how to assess this. The
classical procedures are not appropriate, and indices
assess internal consistency of criterion-referenced tests
have not yet been developed.

c. Validity:

Tor norm-referenced tests, _ 1;sessment of their validity
is based on correlations and thus on variability.

For criterian-referenced tests, the assessment of their
validity is based primarily on the adequacy with which
they represent the criteria.

GOAL 9.2

6. As part of a perforronce test, an instructor observes a student to

determine whether or not he is able to clean and make a hospital

bed, following correct hospital procedure. What learning domain

is thi', technic;ue prinorily assessing? (9.21)

u. psy,:nomotor domain

b. cogni-i y-? domain

c. affective domail

9



7. What are the two basic types of test questions used in paper-and-

pencil tests? (9.22)

1. objective test questions

2. subjective test questions

8. State the differences between objective tests and subjective tests

on the bases of: reliability and comprehensiveness. (9.22)

a. Reliability:

Reliability is the greatest advantage of objective tests

since test scoring is void of teacher bias.

In most cases, the reliability of subjective tests is

very low because scoring depends on the individual teacher

evaluating the test, thereby opening the door for indi-

vidual bias or prejudice.

b. Comprehensiveness:

Since objective tests permit a wide sampling of knowledge,

comprehensiveness is a major advantage. With a test item

for every objective, a criterion-referenced objective

test will necessarily give comprehensive coverage of all

desired behaviors.

Comprehensivene,...3 is a major limitation of subjective tests.

9. What is a "performEnce (3.?3)

A performance test is a test that evaluates, under realistic

conditions, the performance o:= tasks that have value in some

life situation.



GOAL 9.3

10. Which of the following test items is -.ppropriate for assessing this

objective: Be able to recognize when a torch flame is appropriate

for cutting half-inch steel? (9.31)

a. Describe the characteristics of a torch flame that is

appropriate for cutting half-inch steel.

1.ocA at the following eight color slides of good and bad

flames and write the number of those appropriate for

cutting half-inch steel.

. Given a welding torch, adjust the flame until it is appro-

priate for cutting halr-inch steel.

. Tell how you would adjust the flame of a welding torch to

make it appropriate for cutting half-inch steel.

(NOTE: Although the actual flame is probably more relevant for testing
than color slides, it is less practical for discrimination training since

it would take the instructor considerable time to misadjust a flame to
present the student with a predesigned array of stimuli.)

Part B: Performance Assessment

In scoring Part B, you should be primarily concerned with the techniques

and processes used to construct test instruments and with the appropriateness

of test items for assessing achievement of specific objectives. Your

personal judgment will be a major factor in scoring Part B. However, for

the test items indicated below, assessment should consider specific factors:

Item 1. The approaches/techniques selected for measuriry achievement of

the objectives should be appropriate for assessing the specific behavior

described by the objectives. For example, if an objective specifies

that a student should be able to demonstrate some job-related task, the

assessment approach used should require the student to actually demon-

strate that task, not to take a written multiple-choice test.

Item .2. Because a Table of Specifications will be developed for instruc-

tional units primarily representing one learning domain (cognitive,

affective, or psychomotor), the evaluation plan will emphasize test items
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in that particular domain. This emphasis is reasonable, and (Ile should

not be downgraded for having an "unbalanced" plan.

Item 3. Tke test items developed should match the specifications of the_
objectives, that is, the specific behavior described by the objective

should '.)e the spcific behavior that the test item assesses.

9 ;)
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